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INTRODUCTION 

12 online ice-breakers; 

12 online energisers; 

12 non-formal learning activities to be adapted according to 

the discipline; 

3 non-formal assessment methodologies, background texts, 

references and direct web-based links to useful sources of 

informations;

First page is for name, description and the approximate time 

of the activities. It is also possible to indicate tools and 

resources. 

Second page is for step by step guide, goals and tips.

The Non-Formal Education Toolbox for Online Teaching will

enable teachers to integrate non-formal working methods in 

formal education pathways to make the most engaging use of 

online spaces of participation, education and shaping 

meaningful relationships.

The Toolbox include:

Each activity is composed by two pages. 
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ENERGIZERS 



BREAK SONG

DESCRIPT ION

GUESSING 

SONGS

Participant will try to guess which 

song is played by the teacher

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

5 MIN
The teacher will play a song 

while pausing and participants 

will guess what song is.

use: 

https://www.youtube.com/? 

reload=9&gl=it&hl=it

ACTIVITY  1



All partecipants will guess the song played by the teacher

Step One - Stop the lesson for a brief pause 

Step two - Search a song on the internet 

Sep three - Ask participants to guess the song 

T IPS  

GOAL 

Partecipants will relax and have fun together

ACTIVITY

Choose a song with some historical meaning. This is an energizer but 

students can still learn something. The purpose is to start a debate with 

all the students about real World events. 

Example: We are the World or Eve of destruction 



LET'S STRECH

DESCRIPT ION

STRETCHING 

EXERCISES

During the pause the facilitator ask 

participant to stand up and doing 

some exercise

DURAT ION TOOLS

5 MIN

The teacher will pause and ask 

partecipants to do some 

physical exercise

ACTIVITY  2



Streching arms and legs

Twist right and left, up and down the head 

Straight the back and turn the shoulders in a circle

All partecipants will stand up and do some physical exercise like:

T IPS  

It is good for a better concentration. but also for correcting 

students posture.

GOAL 

Partecipants will feel relaxed, without physical pain

ACTIVITY



FEELING FLOW

DESCRIPT ION

DRAW YOUR 

FEELING

Participants draw on a paper their 

feelings and then they share with 

the class 

 

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

5 MIN
The teacher asks his students to 

draw what they are feeling in 

that specific moment.

ACTIVITY  3



The teacher asks his students to draw what they are feeling in that 

specific moment. Then each student wil tell to the class what is the 

personal feeling he drew or they will show on the webcam.

T IPS  

GOAL 

Each one will feel better and relaxed. Sharing feelings will let 

students more confident with other classmates. Remember 

Students’ emotional experiences can impact on their ability to 

learn and their engagement in school.

ACTIVITY

Theacher will not force students to speak about their feelings.



COIN FLIP

DESCRIPT ION

DURAT ION TOOLS

5- 10 

MINS

This energiser will boost the students

energy as they will have to use their

bodies to express their choices.  

A piece of money will be needed for 

this energiser.  

 

GUESS THE 

COIN 

ACTIVITY  4



The teachers ask their students to guess the outcome of a coinflip

For 'heads' the student has to place his hands on his heads  

For ‘tails’ the student had to place his hands on his shoulders 

The teacher then flips a coin

Those who guessed wrong are disqualified

This is played until there is one winner

T IPS  

Participants turn off their webcams if they do not guess correctly, 

until only 2 remains 

GOAL 

The objective of this energizer is to boost again the students after a

break or after a long session. It will enable the teacher to catch again

the attention of the students for the rest of the session. 

ACTIVITY



OBJECT RACE

DESCRIPT ION

This energizer will boost the

students energy and warm them up

as they will have to move all over

the room to find the object they are

looking for.  

DURAT ION TOOLS

5-10 

MINS 

Google slides for presentation: 

https://www.google.com/slides

/about/

FIND THE 

OBJECT 

ACTIVITY  5



The teacher makes a presentation with google slides; 

The Google slides will be made of 3 slides corresponding to a very

short description of 3 objects;

The students have to guess what is the object and find it in the

room;

The fastest student to return with it to the camera wins the round.

T IPS  

For the description of the objects, use key words or make it like

a charade. 

GOAL 

The objective of this energizer is to boost again the students after

a break or after a long session. It will enable the teacher to catch

again the attention of the students for the rest of the session. 

ACTIVITY



MOVE GAME

DESCRIPT ION

This energiser will boost the

students energy as they need to

fastly react and dance.

DURAT ION TOOLS

10 

MINS

Xbox dance examples:

 

https://youtu.be/u3S8T3jZA6A

https://youtu.be/BDfMPXhYaD

https://youtu.be/zBzdeWM3VvE

GUESS AND 

DANCE

ACTIVITY  6



Students are asked to close their eyes;

Sounds are played and they are asked to guess what they are;

After that, students are asked to dance according to Xbox

choreographies videos on youtube with a partner of their choice.

T IPS  

Don't force your students to dance with other people if they don't want to.

They have to be as coonfortable as possible. They can also dance on their

own.

GOAL 

The objective of this energizer is to make the students physically

active and relaxed after a break or after a long session. The

students will have more energy to continue the rest of the

activity. 

ACTIVITY



SPORTS GALLERY

DESCRIPT ION

MIMIC 

THE SPORTS

 Students have to mimic the sports 

and to warm them up. 

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

10 

MIN

PC and internet connections

ACTIVITY  7



The teacher calls out different sports skills. 

The students have to mimic them for at least 10 seconds.

 After a while the teacher speeds up the tempo. 

T IPS  

Can be change with the dailing activities.

GOAL 

This energizer lets students feel better about themselves by 

sharing compliments.

ACTIVITY



GIVE A COMPLIMENT

DESCRIPT ION

TO GIVE A 

COMPLIMENT

To give a compliments to all of 

students 

DURAT ION TOOLS

10 

MIN

PC and internet connections

ACTIVITY  8



Every student has to write down a compliment for every other student. 

They cannot miss a single one. 

Afterwards the students can read all the compliments they have been 

given.

T IPS  

GOAL 

This energizer lets students feel better about themselves by 

sharing compliments.

ACTIVITY

When giving compliments, you should be sincere and thoughtful 

about what you're saying. People will appreciate your genuine 

words of praise and feel more confident after hearing them.

 



BE UNIQUE

DESCRIPT ION

DISCOVER 

MORE ABOUT 

YOURSELF

To tell to the other more about how 

you differ from the others.

DURAT ION TOOLS

30 

MIN

PC and internet connections 

ACTIVITY  9



T IPS  

GOAL 

The goal is to stand as long as possible and therefore to share 

very special things about yourself that no one else knows.

ACTIVITY

Every student has to stand in front of the webcam and say something 

unique about themselves. 

For example: “I have four brothers.” 

If another student also has four brothers, the students who shared the 

‘not-so-unique’ aspect has to sit down. 

Participants can stand as long as they like, but they are 

expected to share something unique about themselves that they 

don't tell many people. Each person should have something 

interesting to say no matter how little experience they have..

 



SPONTANEOUS SHOW 

& TELL

DESCRIPT ION

ASK EVERY STUDENTS TO CHOOSE 

SOMETHING FROM THEIR DESK AND 

SHOW IT OFF TO THE CAMERA

For this activity, ask every students to 

choose something from their desk and 

show it off to the camera. Then the 

participants can tell you what it means or 

why it is sitting on their desk. 

DURAT ION

Notes: depends on the group

size

TOOLS

10

MIN
Just some random object on 

your desk 

ACTIVITY  10



Step one - ask every students to choose something from their desk 

Step two - ask every students to show the chosen object to  the camera. 

Step three - Ask them what it means or why it is sitting on their desk. 

T IPS  

The item might be funny or sentimental. 

GOAL 

What we keep on our desks may reveal something about who we are 

or, at the very least, offer others a good laugh.

ACTIVITY



TOUCH SOMETHING... 

COLORFUL!

DESCRIPT ION

TRY TO TOUCH 

SOMETHING THAT’S 

THE CALLED-OUT 

COLOR.

Touching something.. colourful is an 

energiser activity that is quick and easy 

fun for remote teams too! Challenge 

participants to find objects on their desk 

that match the attributes you select and 

have fun doing so!

DURAT ION

Notes: depends on the group

size

TOOLS

15 

MIN

Play this energizer in a space with 

different backgrounds, tangible 

objects etc.

Students cannot say the same 

colour. Everytime they should 

mention another colour. Students 

are not allowed to touch the 

same object. 

ACTIVITY  11



Step one - Begin by having the facilitator call out 'Touch something blue', it 

can be anything  (clothing, object etc.)

Step two - All the students should find something blue to touch and say 'HERE'

Step three - Then the facilitator gives the floor to each student to say a colour 

for the other students to touch 

T IPS  

Teachers/Educators/Trainers can bring into the class specific 

objects related to their lesson to be more related with the 

school curriculum.

GOAL 

Let the students be creative in an open space area

Having fun with their classmates 

ACTIVITY



WHO, WHAT AM I?

DESCRIPT ION

GUESSING 

ENERGIZER 

GAME

A guessing game where players 

use yes or no questions to guess the 

identity of a famous person or 

object or animal. 

DURAT ION

Notes: depends on the group
size

TOOLS

15 

MIN
Pictures of famous people 

Pictures of objects

Pictures of animals

The teacher/educator/trainer 

should bring into the 

classroom:

For hybrid or online 

methodologies you can use the 

online version https://play- 

whoami.com/created- 

game/yPyFQqrZtL

ACTIVITY  12

https://play-whoami.com/created-game/yPyFQqrZtL
https://play-whoami.com/created-game/yPyFQqrZtL
https://play-whoami.com/created-game/yPyFQqrZtL


Step one - The facilitator sends (by email or chat) the picture with the 

famous person, objective or animal to all students but the one who has to 

guess 

Step two - Then, the student should try and ask specific questions to the 

rest of the class in order to guess the person/object/animal presented on 

the picture. 

T IPS  

The teacher/educator/trainer can prepare in advance pictures of 

famous people, objects or animals.

The teacher/educator/trainer can give specific questions that the 

students are allowed to ask for guessing the person/object/animal

      such as: Are you a male (female)?, Are you a singer?, Am I a dog?

GOAL 

Quick energizer so the students in the classroom can have fun 

and relax from the class.

ACTIVITY



ICE BREAKERS 



PRESENT YOURSELF 

WITH 3 KEY WORDS

DESCRIPT ION

INVITE ALL THE

PARTECIPANTS

TO SHARE 3

KEYWORDS

ABOUT THEM
Each participant presents 

themselves with three keywords.  

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

10 

MIN

This energiser can be done 

without the use of a particular 

tool, but we strongly suggest to 

use a word cloud app to give a 

visual representation  of the 

keywords chosen that could 

stimulate further discussion 

about participants. 

Creating a Word Cloud with 

Mentimeter

Creating a Word Cloud with 

Wordcloud generator 

ACTIVITY  13

https://help.mentimeter.com/en/articles/410469-word-clouds#create-a-word-cloud


Ask partecipants to share 3 keywords about themself

Each participant share their 3 keywords 

The discussion could help participants to focus non only on who 

they are but also on how they feel about themselfes 

T IPS  

The facilitator could stimulate class curiosity asking why they 

choose those words 

The facilitator could use a word cloud app to give a visual 

representation of the keywords chosen that could stimulate 

further discussion about participants.  

GOAL 

Learn something about your classmates 

ACTIVITY



WHEEL OF 

QUESTIONS 

DESCRIPT ION

ASK RANDOM 

QUESTIONS TO  

PARTECIPANTS 

Ask participants to write one or 

more questions about curiosities 

they may have about their 

classmates, then choose some of 

the questions and ask to a random 

classmate

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

10/20 

MIN

It is possible to do this exercise in 

different ways but we strongly 

suggest using an app or a website 

with already done templates 

Mentimeter templates

https://www.mentimeter.com/feat 

ures/spinner-wheel

https://www.mentimeter.com/tem 

plates/games-occasions/wheel- 

spinners

Spin the wheel app

https://spinthewheel.app/random 

-get-to-know-you-questions

ACTIVITY  14



Step one - Ask participants to write one or more questions about 

curiosities they may have about their classmates,

Step two - Ask participants to send you all questions

Step three - Select some of the questions sent 

Step four - Put the questions on the online tool

Step Five - Spin the wheel and ask partecipants random questions 

T IPS  

Be sure to choose the funnier questions or the meanigfoul ones 

GOAL 

ACT IV I TY

Learn something about your classmates 



PRESENT YOUR  

 NEIGHBOUR
DESCRIPT ION

Speak with your neighbour and

present him/her and tell what you

have in common

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

20

MIN

To speak online or in presents

without specific tools

requirement.

PRESENT YOUR 

CLASSMATE 

ACTIVITY  15



To speak with your neighbour to know something more about

him/her

To find what you have in common

To present your neighbour to others and to tell them what you have

in common

1.

2.

3.

T IPS  

To find what all the students in the class have in common

GOAL 

Promotes team communication and helps you get to know your

class. 

ACTIVITY



SORTING BY DATE

OF BIRTH
DESCRIPT ION

SORT PEOPLE

BY DATE OF

BIRTH

To test how is the estimation of

students

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

5 MIN
Description 

ACTIVITY  16



Create the students names on the interactive platform. 

Invite all students to put their names to line up them next to each other

from left to right in the order of their birth dates in the year. 

That is, from January 1 on the left to December 31 on the right. 

Allow a minute or two for participants to line up intuitively and then

invite them to say their birth date in turn. 

If someone did not line up correctly, adjust the order. 

T IPS  

It can be modified by sorting not only by date of birth but by the

height or the distance from the school to their houses. 

GOAL 

To make the atmosphere more pleasant and to find out what

kind of estimation the students have.

ACTIVITY



TRUE/FALSE

DESCRIPT ION

DURAT ION TOOLS

30 

MIN

Students have to guess if their

school mate is telling thrue or

false.  

INVITE EACH 

PARTICIPANT 

TO REVEAL ONE 

SENTENCE OR 

FACT ABOUT 

THEMSELVES. 

ACTIVITY  17



Invite each participant to reveal one sentence or fact about 

themselves. 

The others have to vote on whether it is true or false. 

T IPS  

GOAL 

Learn something about yourself

ACTIVITY

Come up with statements or facts that are unique and 

interesting, but still believable.

Remember, the goal is to have fun and get to know each 

other better.

1.

2.



BUZZ IT !

DESCRIPT ION

DURAT ION TOOLS

15 

MINS

Buzz it is an icebreaker that invites

students to answer a short series of

question related to one or several

thematics . 

Kahoot : 

https://kahoot.com

 

BUZZ IT

ACTIVITY  18



The teacher creates a small quiz on Kahoot with questions related to

Irish culture. The students answer the questions as fast as they can to

win a maximum of points. 

T IPS  

Prepare the quiz beforehand, tell your students to go on kahoot

platform and enter the code of your quiz. Make sure to have a

good internet connection and one device per student. 

GOAL 

To deepen a culture knowledge and boost energy.

ACTIVITY



RIDDLE ME

DESCRIPT ION

This ice-breaker is very good to

both introduce the background of

the students and get to know more

about other cultures. 

DURAT ION TOOLS

10-15  

MINS

Tools to create digital cards

with flags: 

Mentimeter platform:

https://www.canva.com 

https://blog.hubspot.com/mark

eting/free-visual-content-tools-

list

https://www.mentimeter.com

KNOW  MORE  

ABOUT A 

SPECIFIC 

COUNTRY 

ACTIVITY  19



The digital cards showing the national flags of the students are

prepared and sent to the mixed group. Each student is asked to write

up to five things they know about the countries using the world cloud in

mentimeter. 

T IPS  

For this activity it is good to have a multicultural group.

GOAL 

To warm up the atmosphere and aiming to attract the attention of

the students.

ACTIVITY



OBJECT 

ASSOCIATION

DESCRIPT ION

This ice-breaker is great to share

stories in a funny and creative way.

It also shows that anyone can

identify to a random object and

link it to a personal story or trait. 

DURAT ION TOOLS

10 

MINS

Padlet platform: 

https://padlet.com/dashboard

LINK AN 

OBJECT WITH 

YOURSELF 

ACTIVITY  20



Ask students to upload an image of an object, landscape or painting

in Padlet platform that represents them or is associated to a memory.

Ask them to present this item in front of their camera to everyone and

speak about why the link to this item. 

T IPS  

GOAL 

To gain a new perspective on the people you are sharing the 

online space with.

ACTIVITY

If some people cannot find an image that represents themselves,

the facilitator can assign them a random object.



CLASSMATE 

BINGO!
DESCRIPT ION

BE THE FIRST 

ONE TO  

SHOUT BINGO!

You have 10 minutes to mingle and find 

teammates who fit the categories on the 

spaces on the bingo card. The first 

player(s) to have 4 in a row (vertical, 

horizontal, or diagonal) shouts BINGO!

DURAT ION

Notes: depends on the group

size

TOOLS

15 

MIN

https://www.youtube.com/watch? 

v=GWc9Ru8eARI

https://myfreebingocards.com/bingo-card- 

generator/edit/arkm4

There are some video tutorials on how the 

classmate bingo game  can be used in the 

classroom 

Also, here is the template for the classmate bingo 

A guide  for virtual bingo

https://youtu.be/EOXbOUPLrt0

A guide for online bingo

https://youtu.be/cAxPiaPsvPU

How to make a virtual bingo game

https://youtu.be/Lz75xrVBwnw

ACTIVITY  21



Step one - The teacher/educator/trainer will prepare and give the 

bingo cards to all students

Step two - Students will have 15 minutes to mingle and find teammates 

who fit the categories. The categories can be: Has birthday this month, 

Hates Chocolate, Prefers winter rather than summer etc. 

Step three - In each category, only one name can fit and it cannot be 

the same person for all the categories

T IPS  

The teacher/educator/trainer should prepare in advance the 

bingo cards

Explain the rules 

GOAL 

Promotes team communication and helps you get to know your 

class. 

ACTIVITY



NAMES AND 

ADJECTIVES

DESCRIPT ION

GIVE AN 

ADJECTIVE TO 

YOUR NAME
Students have 2 minutes to share 

one adjective that describes 

themselves beginning with the first 

letter of their name.

DURAT ION

Notes: depends on the group

size

TOOLS

10 

MIN

Students should be creative

and find adjectives related to

their personalities.

The students can use Google

Jamboard

https://jamboard.google.com/

to write their names, the first

letter and then the adjective

ACTIVITY  22



Step one - The teacher/educator/trainer can give an example to the 

students e.g. My name is Chrystalla and I'm Creative

Step two - The teacher/educator/trainer then asks the students one by 

one to give an adjective to their personalities with the first letter of their 

names

T IPS  

Help the students to be creative

Find adjectives that best describe your personality and will help 

the students to learn each other

GOAL 

Be creative and get to know the students in the classroom

ACTIVITY



CANDY GAME

DESCRIPT ION

GRAB YOUR 

FAVORITE CANDY!

This ice-breaker activity helps people 

learn new facts about each other in an 

easy way. Participants select various 

pieces of candy from a bowl/bag, and 

each candy variety is associated with 

a fact about themselves which they 

will share with the group. For online 

activity you could easily substitute the 

candies with a digital color spin 

wheel.

DURAT ION

Notes: depends on the group

size

TOOLS

15 

MIN

Different colored candy (such 

as M&M, Smarties etc.)

Color spin wheel 

(https://spinthewheel.app/color 

s)

Red candy - Favorite hobbies  

Green candy - Favorite place 

on earth  

Blue candy - Favorite memory  

Yellow candy - Dream job 

Orange candy - Wildcard (tell 

us anything about yourself!)  

 The teacher/educator/trainer 

should have in mind:

ACTIVITY  23



Step one - The teacher/educator/trainer ask, in advance, students to 

prepare some candies 

Step two - Each student should choose 5 different candies  

Step three - Each candy color represents a fact about themselves that 

they have to share it with the group 

T IPS  

The teacher/trainer/educator should prepare a list with the candy 

colors 

GOAL 

Get to know the students in the classroom

ACTIVITY



NON-FORMAL 

LEARNING 

ACTIVITIES 



STORY DICE

DESCRIPT ION

STORYTELLING 

Engaging students in storytelling

through dice

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

30 

MIN

Storytelling dice platform:

https://davebirss.com/storydic

e-creative-story-ideas/

ACTIVITY  24



Teachers share the free platform: https://davebirss.com/storydice-

creative-story-ideas/  

Students are asked to join the platform and play the game called story

dice. In this game 5 dices with 5 different pictures are randomly

shuttled and students have to create a story inspired by the pictures

shown on the platform. The story can have a true base or can be

oriented towards a specific topic. It can be done individually or in

group. To add challenges, teachers can set a limit of time. 

After the storytelling, the teacher can ask students who were not

involved to change only 1 element based on the same dices. 

T IPS  

Make sure that students feel free to express their stories without judgments. 

GOAL 

To improve public speech

To foster imagination and creative thinking

To foster active listening 

ACTIVITY



GUESS MY STORY

DESCRIPT ION

GUESSING  

THE LAST FIRST 

TIME OF EACH 

OTHER 
Students have to use platform,

images and drawings to

communicate without texts and

words their last "first time". The

audience has to guess.

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

60/90

MIN

https://jamboard.google.com/

ACTIVITY  25



What recently did each participant do for the first time in their lives?

In order to make the other participants estimate their response to the

question, give them 10 minutes to wander around their workplace or

home and take three images with their smartphones.

When everyone has their three images, teacher ask them to upload

them to a Jamboard page (one page per person). They can add

drawings, shapes, icons or other images. Students then take turns

revealing their page, while the other participants guess what they did

last for the first time in their lives. 

T IPS  

The question can be changed according to the subject of the teacher  

GOAL 

To foster creativity and imagination,

To express in a creative way and to foster interpretation skills

To get to know each other better

To teach subjects in a creative way

ACTIVITY



QUIZ TIME 

DESCRIPT ION

BRIEF

DESCRIPTION

Asking students to take the role of a

teacher while using Mentimeter to

prepare quizzes and games 

DURAT ION TOOLS

60

MIN

https://www.mentimeter.com/

ACTIVITY  26



The teacher splits the class in small groups and ask them to use

Mentimeter to prepare a series of quizzes for their peers.

Students work in team on Zoom rooms and develop interactive

presentations through Mentimeters slides.

T IPS  

Ask students  to choose the topic they want to cover. 

GOAL 

To empower students to create interactive presentations

To increases student enjoyment

To enhance the student’s voice

To improve student understand, learning and retention

ACTIVITY



DIGITAL WALKING 

DEBATE

DESCRIPT ION

This non formal workshop will

include digital skills alongside with

communication skills as the

students will have to debate and

share their opinions on a digital

whiteboard. 

DURAT ION TOOLS

20/90 

MINS

Jamboard platform:

Here is a website with ideas

of immigration debate

topics:

https://workspace.google.com

/products/jamboard/

https://topicsbase.com/immigr

ation-debate-topics.html 

ACTIVITY  27



Create a line on a jamboard on one end is agree and the other is

disagree. The teacher can choose any questions relating to their class

and the students place a sticker on this scale of agreement and then

they can present their opinion to the group. During this the students

have the opportunity to move their sticker position to change their

opinion.

T IPS  

Remind every student to respect each other opinions and to be

tolerant. 

GOAL 

To learn to express different opinions and to learn from different 

perspectives.

ACTIVITY



BREAK OUT 

DISCUSSIONS

DESCRIPT ION

This workshop will allow students to

work on their listening and public

speaking skills as they will all

discuss topics between them. 

DURAT ION TOOLS

20/30 

MINS

Miro board: https://miro.com

Online tools for discussions

and break out groups:

Website with ideas for

discussion topics: 

https://www.gather.town

https://zoom.us

https://englishpost.org/immigratio

n-discussion-questions/

ACTIVITY  28



The teacher poses a question related to the topic of their class to 

everyone and then assigns students into break out rooms of 3-4 people 

to discuss this question with thier peers. The teacher shares a miro 

board with students for them to write on it or make drawings/charts if 

they wish to. After 10-20 mins everyone comes back to the plenary 

room and share their discussions with everyone

T IPS  

It's preferable to have mix groups with students coming from different

backgrounds to have a range of opinions.

GOAL 

To learn to work collaborativly and discuss the topic set by the 

teacher

ACTIVITY



 BUY IT OR LEAVE IT!

DESCRIPT ION

This non formal activity invites the

student  to create digital content to

promote an unkown object.  

DURAT ION TOOLS

30

MINS

Canva: 

https://www.canva.com

ACTIVITY  29



The students will be given random objects. They will form groups and

use canva tool to create a poster promoting their object and making it

very attractable to the other students. The object that will be the most

wanted will win.

T IPS  

Make different group of people.

GOAL 

Boost creativity, deepen digital skills, and foster team work.

ACTIVITY



TRUTH OR TASK

DESCRIPT ION

DOING WHAT 

IS IN THE 

CARD

WRITTEN
follow the directions showed on a 

playing board and doing what is in 

the card written

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

30 

MIN

playing board

dice 

ACTIVITY  30



The facilitator prepares a playing board with two columns named 

"truth" and "task" and writes a pile of statements, both, for "truth" and 

“task” columns, then sticks them below. Participants roll the dice and 

then stand on the playing board square with the same number they 

rolled which shows if there’s a truth to be told or a task to be 

completed. Player needs to follow the directions showed on a playing 

board. So a participant takes a card, reads what is in there and does 

what that card asks to do.

T IPS  

GOAL 

To get to know more facts about each other, have fun

ACTIVITY

Pay close attention to the directions: Before you begin, make sure you 

comprehend the instructions on the card. 

Be imaginative: The directions may leave some space for interpretation, 

so feel free to use your imagination and have fun. 

Don't be afraid to embarrass yourself because playing the game 

involves having fun and acting in ways you wouldn't normally. So enjoy 

it and accept it!

1.

2.

3.



SELL A FEATURE

DESCRIPT ION

SAY WHAT IS 

POSITIVE!

To discuss with others about their 

positive features and 

characteristics.

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

20 

MIN

PC and internet connections

ACTIVITY  31



Participants write one negative and one positive

feature/quality/characteristic about themselves.  

They need to try to convince each other to take their own feature by 

explaining how useful it can be. So all this movement of convincing- 

accepting-or-refusing convincing goes on for a period of time.

Hearing different points of view teaches to understand that even good 

features have negative aspects or, vice versa, that negative features 

might have positive aspects.

T IPS  

To write negative characteristics and speak about it to find if is 

really negative or can be s´positive too 

GOAL 

To get to know more about

other group members

ACTIVITY



4 WORDS

DESCRIPT ION

SAY 4 WORDS

To communicate together and 

draw what the words stand for the 

group of people. 

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

30 

MIN

Papers

pencil

PC and internet connection 

ACTIVITY  32



Participants are split into groups and then 4 random words are given to 

each group.

Every group needs to draw what every single given word means to 

them while making decisions about the drawings all together. Later 

groups present their drawings to everybody. 

T IPS  

EUse words as empathy, active listening, inclusion, trust etc.

GOAL 

To get to know more about other group members, increase 

creativity

ACTIVITY



ME & WE

DESCRIPT ION

CREATE YOUR 

SCHOOL 

CALENDAR!
The main aim of this activity is to 

identify the strong sides of every

student – what they like, dislike, 

their freetime activities. At the end, 

students will create a school 

calendar based on their interests

DURAT ION

Notes: depends on the group

size

TOOLS

30 

MIN

Jamboard 

Google Calendar 

ACTIVITY  33



Step one - The teacher shares a jamboard  

Step two - Each participant writes his/her favorite free-time activity or 

interest

Step three - Everyone presents their hobby/interest/wish 

Step four - Participants are divided into groups based on their interests Step 

five - Each group creates a one-day activity based on the common 

interest 

Step six - They plan steps how to make the idea happen and be organized 

for all the class 

Step seven - With the help of the facilitator, class starts to develop a 

calendar for the school year

T IPS  

The teacher/trainer/educator can prepare a list with possible 

activities 

GOAL 

Create a common class life 

Get to know each other 

Develop the skills of work and cooperation 

Develop planning and organizing skills 

Take responsibility for their actions and decisions

At the end of this activity, participants will be able to: 

ACTIVITY



THE MIRROR GAME

DESCRIPT ION

IMITATE YOUR 

CLASSMATE!

Students decides which one of 

them will be the ‘mirror’. The other 

student should imitate the 

actions/moves of the 'mirror 

student'. 

DURAT ION

Notes: depends on the group

size

TOOLS

15 

MIN

Zoom or Google Meet

Music playlist 

Speaker 

ACTIVITY  34



Step one - Ask everyone to put their virtual display on “gallery view” so they can see 

lots of people on the screen instead of just the current speaker.

Step two -  One person is the leader and leads physical action that is visible in the 

frame and everyone else copies their movements (mirrors).

Step three - The leader performs simple actions/movements in place and their pair to

imitate the mirror student reflection. For example, if the leader waves his right arm, the

“mirror” waves his left arm in the same way, duplicating the movement as if he is 

looking into a mirror.

Step four - From time to time The leaders passes the lead verbally to another person on

the call.

Step five - The teacher plays the music–fast or slow. The use of slow background music

might help keep the partners moving slowly at first.

Step six - Students should go from simple (only one body part moving) to complex 

(more than one body part moving at the same time).

Step Seven - The teacher stops the music and then students change roles

T IPS  

The teacher/trainer/educator can prepare a music playlist with their 

favorites songs/singers etc.

The music playlist can include songs with slow and fast rhythms so the 

students will do a variety of actions/movements 

GOAL 

Learn how to cooperate

Get to know each other 

Accept others’ ideas

Replicate physically what the eyes see (developing visual 

sensitivity to change)

Develop focus, attention, and concentration

At the end of this activity, participants will be able to: 

ACTIVITY



VIRTUAL TRASH 

CHALLENGE

DESCRIPT ION

HELP YOUR 

STUDENTS TO

BE MORE 

ORGANIZED!
Ask your students to take a  

screenshot of their desktop, then 

ask them to delete all the files they 

no longer use and empty the trash.

 

DURAT ION

Notes: depends on the group

size

TOOLS

30 

MIN Computer

ACTIVITY  35



Step one - Ask your students to take a  screenshot of their desktop, 

Step two - ask them to delete all the files they no longer use and 

empty the trash.

Step three - Finally, ask them to take a screenshot to show their 

progress and share it with the class

Step four - The participant with the cleanest desktop is nominated "the 

most organized in the class" 

T IPS  

Help them to understand how a messy desktop can influence their 

productivity in their school activity

Don't force them to share their desktops if they don't want to

GOAL 

This activity is great for enhancing students awarnes about their virtual 

environments and help them to be more organized  

ACTIVITY



NON-FORMAL 

ASSESSMENT 

METHODOLOGIES

 



HYPOTESIS

DESCRIPT ION

CREATIVE

ASSESSMENT

Hypothesis is a free, open-source

application that has a lively

community of educators, designers,

developers, and academics. 

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

60/90

MIN

https://web.hypothes.is/

ACTIVITY  36



The teacher split the class in groups and ask them to comment the

same document through the tool. After 1 hour they compare he

different points of view identified by the 2 groups. Direct annotation on

a text produces dialogue. The conversation is thus firmly grounded in

the original material. If a learner is having trouble with terminology,

they can look it up directly in the book. Sticky notes, underlining, and

digital-only alternatives like commenting with photographs, animated

GIFs, or linked videos can all be available as annotations in

Hypothesis. 

T IPS  

Users can publicly annotate using this browser extension for Google

Chrome, and you can also provide students access to private "rooms."

GOAL 

To foster student success by building community, critical thinking, and

a deeper understanding of readings.  

To process content in a variety of ways, differentiating opportunities for

understanding.

ACTIVITY



VIDEO ANT

DESCRIPT ION

VIDEO

COMMENTS 

Assessing knowledge based on the 

DURAT ION

Notes

TOOLS

30 

MIN

https://ant.umn.edu/

Flexible time according to the

time teachers allow

ACTIVITY  37



The teacher chooses 1 video related to their subject  and asks students

to comment, and add external sources to compare or share info given

on the video. VideoAnt is a web-based video annotation application

for mobile and desktop platforms. 

T IPS  

To empower studets to share their points of view

GOAL 

To share annotations, and each one serves as a thread for

discussion with other users as it is possible to discuss the details of

a video. 

ACTIVITY



NET QUIZWEB

DESCRIPT ION

INTERACTIVE 

ASESSMENT

 Students receive prompt feedback

after each one, and teachers can

spend less time correcting

questions because

DURAT ION

Flexible time according to the

time teachers allow

TOOLS

60/90

MIN

https://aide.ccdmd.qc.ca/nqw

/en/content/my-quizzes

Notes

ACTIVITY  38



The teacher prepare a form on the Platform and ask students to

complete the qusetionnaire. The students give feedback on the tool

and how they appreciated it. Since the questionnaires are available

online, students can utilize them both at home and in class (if they

have access to computers, tablets, or cellphones).  Since Netquiz

Web+ has a function for summative evaluation, it can be utilized to

have students finish a test remotely.

T IPS  

Teachers can use this tool before a lesson, as a diagnostic check or

following a lesson, as a formative or summative evaluation.

Quizzes can be used as diagnostic tests to help students position

themselves in relation to the content they will be studying or to help the

teacher identify the group's strengths and weaknesses before a lesson. 

GOAL 

To assess needs and/or outcomes of a lesson in a fast and

remore way

ACTIVITY


